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Report Generator

▪ Main Features: 
▪ Automation of report creation in Mechanical saved as Microsoft Word with full language support.
▪ Update the report instantly to reflect e.g. new mesh, loads, results parameter tables etc.
▪ Multi-object creation of Figures or conversion of Figures to static Images. Greek symbols and text formatting.

▪ Business Value: 
▪ Ansys unique integrated and tailored reporting. Easy to select and add report content.
▪ Customer versions and translations can be created, Word template, layout features, naming of objects etc.
▪ Report is a true image of the analysis, good for 3rd party review or to set up a similar model.
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Report Process

▪ Traditional report writing starts when the analysis 
is done, and results are delivered. This way of 
working requires a lot of work to obtain all 
information and manage images tables etc.

▪ Report writing using the Report Generator starts 
at the same time as you prepare the model for 
solution. Report Generator is using native 
features in Mechanical when creating the report 
such as Comments, Figures, Images, Tags and
Groups.

▪ The enhanced report process also lets you edit 
the report draft in Microsoft Word and then 
automatically sync the changes back to 
Mechanical.
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Add text comment

▪ Adding information about objects in the model tree 

using Comments makes it easy to understand why e.g. 

a load is used and where the value is coming from.

▪ The comment text is shown below the heading of the 

object it is created in.

▪ The text can be formatted  and tables of data from e.g. 

Word can be pasted into the comment.
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Format Comments, Erase Formats

▪ Custom formatting including subscript, superscript, strikethrough and Greek 

letters can be created using the button “Format Comments”.

▪ All Html text formatting can be erased using the button “Erase Formats”.

This is useful if pasting in formatted text from Word or other editors.
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Parameter Table

▪ A Parameter Table of all used parameters can be added in any text Comment anywhere in the model tree.

▪ Individual parameters may be used in the text as well, see next page.
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Parameter values in comments

▪ Any parameter value can be referenced to in a text comment by using the parameter ID name.

▪ The object and property name is also available to insert.

▪ A results “identifier” name can also be used in text comments to print the “min”, “max” or “average” value.
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Add Figures and Images
▪ Add figures to objects, loads or results to include in the report.

Set the view and contour for each figure independent. The figure 

name is used for the figure caption in the report.

▪ Figure export settings are defined in the “Graphics” and “Report” 

sections of Mechanical preferences, and this will make all Figures

have the same size and quality independent of the Mechanical 

window size.

▪ Static Images of any kind can be added, e.g. to compare a result 

with a previous solution.
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Figure Features

▪ Existing Figures and Images may be renamed based on the parent object name by selecting the 

objects in the tree and click “New Figures”.

▪ It is also possible to select the parent objects to rename all corresponding Figure (or Image) childrens.

▪ This feature is useful if duplicating and renaming objects such as loads or results.
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Disposition
Grouping of objects may be used to define a disposition in the report with subheadings.

Create groups in the order you want the sections in the report, see example below.
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Worksheet Preview
▪ The “Worksheet Preview” displays all details of an object 

including the result summary tables as it will look in the 

report in the “Worksheet” window.

▪ This feature is useful to look at the design values and 

different result items in the summary tables of a bolt or 

weld result or to see advanced formatting using text 

identifiers for parameters etc.
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Html Report

▪ The report can be exported as a html document. 

▪ Bolt Toolkit and Weld Toolkit automatic html reports can also be created.
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Edit Draft Report

▪ The report writing process is enhanced by the “Edit Draft Report” that lets you edit, add new text, check 

grammar and spelling in Microsoft Word.

▪ The changes are then automatically synced back to Mechanical using the “Refresh Model from Draft”.
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Refresh Model from Draft

▪ It is possible to open the html report draft from the projects “user_files” for “off-line” editing.

▪ Changes in the html report draft can be synced back to Mechanical and this allows for adding more 

content and export the report without loosing the previous updates.
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Create Report

▪ The report is exported and saved in your company Word template and can be further edited if needed.
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Batch Report

▪ The report can be exported in batch when solving a project on Windows.

▪ This is useful if running a design point study to compare result plots etc. 

without needing to retain all design points.

▪ Charts and Tabular data is currently not supported due to limitations in Ansys.
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Report Settings

▪ The Report Generator has a new easy to use “Report 

Settings” object to customize your report creation.

▪ Changes made can be saved as new app default 

values.
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Additional Features

▪ Update figures in Word

▪ Add appendices

▪ Select Word template to use

▪ Add Word fields

▪ Workbench language support

▪ Workbench journaling
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EDRMedeso licensing features

▪ You may open a Workbench project without the app license being checked out.

▪ You may also open Mechanical without the app license being checked out.

(This allows the model to be shared with people without access to the app or license. 

Just make sure to “Save Binary Extension with Project”, see “WB>Tools>Options…>Extensions” below.)

▪ You may activate the app license to reserve it for your continuous use. “Check Out License”

▪ You may release the app license from the current Mechanical session to use it in another session within the same 

project or a different project or by a different user. “Check In License”

▪ You may check the status of available licenses and who is using the license. “Check License Status”

▪ The app license is automatically checked out when evaluating a feature during solve or post processing.

▪ If the license is not available a warning message is displayed in Mechanical.
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Thank You!
Magnus Gustafsson

magnus.gustafsson@edrmedeso.com
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